Walking Tour of Gąbin – 2018
August 12. 2018

This map is from the Gombin Yizkor Book: Gombin;The Life and Destruction of a Jewish
Town in Poland, 1969. It was drawn by Wolf Mantzyk from his memories of Jewish
Gombin in the 1930s. It is schematic; not drawn to scale; and oriented with the top of
the map facing East.
[Note: We will use ‘Gombin’ when referring to the town’s Jewish past and residents
because it corresponds to the Yiddish spelling, גאמבין. The Polish spelling ‘Gąbin’ will be
used when referring to the current town and its residents. The name is pronounced in
the same way in both languages: ‘gom‐bin’ with the emphasis on the first syllable.]
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Introduction:

	
  
Gąbin, nestled on the plains of central Poland, was surrounded on the south and east by
pastures of wheat, rye, and potatoes. On the outskirts of town were four huge windmills
that manufactured flour, as did a more modern factory on the road from Warsaw. To the
north and west, the town abutted tall, cooling, pine forests where a lumber mill was
located. Gombiners took to these forests and the neighboring lakes for recreation and
leisure. There are numerous pictures of Gombiners picnicing and lying in hammocks
amongst the pine trees.

There were multiple groups of people who lived in and around Gąbin; Poles who were
Catholic, Germans who were Protestant (Evangelicals), Mennonite “Haulanders”, and
Jews. Each group had its own religious institution which rose high above the
surrounding squares and buildings.
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A The Stary Rynek: The Old Market Place:
This was the center of the town of Gąbin, and Gąbin was the center of the agricultural
area surrounding it. The Jewish population lived mainly in the town. They were
merchants, tradesmen, and laborers. “There were regular market days twice a week
(Monday and Thursday) and “yaridem”, or market fairs at irregular intervals. On these
events the entire large market square and annex were spread with Polish and German
peasants who came by horse-drawn carts from the countryside to vend their farm
products.” The full breadth of the square was covered by canvas vending booths
covered by overhanging canopies, each with its own special wares displayed on hooks
and tables.” There were Jewish women selling bread and rolls, Polish butchers selling
kolbassi, sausages and ham. There were booths, offering ready made shoes and peltz
(sheepskin coats), and tailors, and cap makers offering made-to-order clothes.

“On all sides of the square were elegant buildings of stucco and brick residences of two
or three stories above the ground floor stores.” At the east end of the square was the
Catholic church and across from it, the city administration buildings as they are today.
Along the south side was the Jewish Folks Bank and along the north side the Jewish
Library. A few streets further south was the Jewish ‘cheyder’, one of several at different
levels, which existed alongside a system of public schools including one in the Napoleon
House for a period. The market square annex, attached to the main square was lined by
a row of “yatkes”Jewish butcher shops.
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B Garabonska Street
Garabonska St. was located south of the main Warsaw Street and just North of the
stream. It was near the Catholic Cathedral. The old maps show it as the location of the
public baths, a tannery and the Jewish pubic school, or cheder, the Stupay Oil Factory;
unfortunately, there are few photographs of these locations.
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C The Nowy Rynek, New Market, and Polonia Theatre:
The New Market was a huge rectangular space paved with cobblestones with a water
pump in the center. All around were small farmhouses. In the summer farmers would
return here with cattle and horses from the nearby fields, and mothers would bring
children for drinks of fresh warm milk. On the northeast corner at Nowy Rynek # 1 and 2
lived the Grinbaums. Jakob was a grain merchant and he and his wife, Hena, ran a
grocery and dry goods store, on the first floor of the family home..
As Jewish life became more secularized under the influences of both Zionism and
Bundism, Jakob became a “free thinker”. Around this time, in the 1920s he built and
opened the Polonia theatre behind the house. The Polonia was host to traveling Yiddish
theatre groups and to a local amateur theatre ensemble. It was also the first cinema in
Gąbin.
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D The Synagogue Complex:
Just off the main square was Gombin’s ancient synagogue, built in 1710 on the crest of
a hill facing east. This was the center of Jewish community life. Lower down on the hill
was the Besmedresh (Talmudic study center) and Mikva (ritual bath house). Also on the
hill was a Chevre Kedushah where Jewish bodies were prepared for burial.

The shul was a charming wooden structure about 3-4 stories high with tall windows, a
copper roof and two copper onion-shaped cupolas. The exterior was weatherbeaten. The inside walls were natural wood boards with no ornamentation except
around the Arc. On the Eastern Wall were beautifully carved wood decorations,
including carved tablets with the Ten Commandments inscribed in Hebrew.
In the middle of the shul was the bimah, a platform where the Torah was read, the shofar
blown, and speeches made. From the high ceiling dozens of brass chandeliers hung. In
front of the bimah were benches for the balebatim (burghers), in the rear was the place
reserved for the artisans and workers; women prayed in the balcony.
At the bottom of the hill was a small river, called “the buch”, a German word for river,
which ran through the town. Along this stream were located the tannery,a dyeing
establishment, the town latrine, and at one time the slaughterhouse. Upstream where
the water was clear and cold “intrepid Jewish daughters” did laundry in the summer
months. The river was referred to as “the Jordan” by Jewish children who rafted in
summer and skated on homemade wooden skates in winter.
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E Kilinskeiga St. The heart of the Jewish Community
This street was the heart of the Jewish community in Gąbin. During the German
occupation it became the ghetto. The streets here were lined with low wooden houses.
There was no running water, requiring water to be carried from nearby wells. Until the
end of WWI there was no electricity, and light was furnished by kerosene lamps. Poorer
people lived in one room with a mud floor and brick or tile stove for both cooking and
heating. The more affluent could afford a kitchen, living and dining space, and one or
more bedrooms. In the general living space there was a high tile stove for heating. In
winter, before bed, one would put a brick in the stove until it was hot, wrap it in a blanket
and bring it to bed to provide warmth.
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F The Restoration of the Jewish Cemetery
A Jewish cemetery has existed for centuries, probably for as long as Jews lived in
Gąbin. Under the Nazi occupation, what remained of the Jewish community was
liquidated and sent to their deaths at the Chełmno extermination camp in April of
1942. After the deportation, the Jewish cemetery was razed: the fences were torn down,
the gravestones were removed for use in construction, and a deep trench was dug
across the burial grounds as part of the belt of German fortifications that surrounded the
town. For the next fifty years the Gąbin Jewish cemetery lay as an abandoned
wasteland.

In 1997 the Gombin Society began an initiative to save the cemetery. In
partnership with the the civic and religious authorities in Gąbin, the Gąbin Land Lovers,
the Nissenbaum Foundation, and with contributions from Gombiner survivors
and descendants from around the world, the following steps were taken; the
demarcation of the boundaries of the cemetery, the recovery of the gravestones, the
enclosure of the cemetery with a new fence, and finally, the construction of a memorial
lapidarium with the recovered matzevot.
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G The City Park:
The Gąbin City Park was once the Old Horse Market. On Sundays it was filled with the
horse carriages of the parishioners of the Evangelical Church. Most of the carriages
were drawn by two horses, but some had four or six. In 1904 the city administration
decreed that the square should be converted into a park.
Many large homes were built around the park, including the Adler Pharmacy shown
below. The family of Sara Laks owned and operated a well-known bakery and pastry
shop near the Park, but no photograph could be located. The home & office of Dr.
Dziewczepolski, a Jewish doctor (shown in his Polish military uniform) was located
nearby. In 1999, during the “Back to Gombin” trip, Minna Packer and her crew took
many family photos in the Park, recalling the style of the 1937 Sam Rafel film.
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